The general identity. Given k ^ 1, let q(l), q (2) , , q(k) be any complete residue system modfc. We define the following partition functions:
A(n; k; q(l), , q(k); r(l), , r(k)) = number of partitions of n with minimal difference k and such that for 1 <; i ^ k, there are r(i) parts Ξ= q(i) (mod k). B(n; k; q(l) 9 , q(k); r(l), , r(&)) = number of partitions of n into distinct parts such that for 1 ^ i <; k, there are r(i) parts = q(i) (mod k), and the smallest part = q(i) ( 
, r(k)) = number of partitions of n such that for 1 <^ i ^ k, there are r(i) parts Ξ qf(i) (mod A;).
Given r(l), , r(fc), we set S = Σί=i r (^) = number of parts in the partition. 
A(
Proof. Given a partition of n with minimal difference k and r(i) parts Ξ q(%) (mod fc), subtract fc from the second smallest part, 2k from the third smallest part, and, in general k(j -1) from the ith smallest part. This gives us a partition of n -kS(S -l)/2 with r(i) parts = q(i) (mod fc) for all i,
Similarly, given a partition of n -kS(S -l)/2 with r(i) parts = g(i) (mod fc), add &(i -1) to the jth smallest part. This yields a partition of n with minimal difference k and r(ί) parts = q{i) (mod k).
Proof. Given a partition of n into distinct parts such that r(i) parts are == q(i) (mod fc) and the smallest part = q{i) (mod k) is >&Σz=ίK0> we subtract k from the second smallest part = ?(1) (mod &), 2fc from the third smallest part = q(ϊ) (mod k), and so on up to subtracting k(r(l) -1) from the largest part = q(ΐ) (mod k). We then subtract fcr(l) from the smallest part Ξ ^(2) (mod fc), fc(r(l) + 1) from the second smallest part = q(2) (mod fc), and so on up to subtracting k(r(ϊ) + r(2) -1) from the largest part = q(2) (mod k).
We continue this process, in general subtracting k(j -1+ Σfcί r W) from the ith smallest part = q(ί) (mod fc). Recall that the jth smallest part = q{i) (mod A?) iŝ
k(j -1) + (the smallest part == q(i) (mod k)
Also note that:
Thus, this gives us a partition of w -kS(S -l)/2 with r(i) parts = q(i) (mod &) for all i, 1 ^ i <; A.
Similarly, given a partition of % -kS(S -l)/2 with r(i) parts == q(i) (mod it), add k(j -1 + Σf=ί KO) to the ith smallest part == q(i) (mod k). This yields a partition of n into distinct parts such that r(i) parts are Ξ= q(i) (mod fc) and the smallest part = q(i) (mod k) is >fcΣί=Ml)
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2, we have:
A(n;k;q(ϊ), , By the first Rogers-Ramanujan identity: the number of partitions of % into parts = ±l(mod5) = A(n; 2) = Σ Ά(»; 2; 1, 2; 22, S) .
B,S=0
Thus:
Σ -A(»; 2; 1, 2; Λ, S) (i) The significance of equation (1) lies in the fact that if a purely combinatorial proof can be found for it, this will give us a purely combinatorial proof of the first Rogers-Ramanujan identity.
